
 

BTS 's comeback with their latest album "LOVE YOURSELF 結 ' Answer" was met by fans who had been waiting for their return. The album proved to be a big hit, selling over 2 million copies in the first week, achieving both First and Second places on Billboard's 200 and Top Album Sales charts respectively. However, for many fans it is not just the music that has drawn them to BTS; it is also their
visual performance that has drawn them into the fandom. Their dances and outfits have inspired many young fans worldwide into learning dance moves and creating choreography themselves. Also, the BTS fandom has its own fan projects. The popularity of fan creations is reflected in the amount of popular releases (to date) made by different fandom members. BTS's "Idol" song for Mnet's reality
TV show "", which was released on April 6, 2018, has become one of the most popular songs in the fandom.

For this section, "Media Coverage" refers to how many articles (or images) were used to support BTS's comeback throughout various media. For examples, agency news articles about their comeback promotion are not included here because they do not qualify as media coverage. 

Cover and Music Video

BTS 's fans showed their support for the 7th Day of the 90-day period of the IMF, BTS 's comeback with their album "LOVE YOURSELF 結 ' Answer", through various media. (The numbers in parentheses show the number of covers and videos uploaded by each fan group.) For this section, "Fan Project" refers to how many fan-made projects (such as mixtapes, cover songs, dance practice videos
etc.) were released by fans for this album. A fan mixtape was released by @LOVEMYHIT on September 20, 2018. It consists of 10 songs, including BTS 's "Mic Drop", "IDOL", "Anpanman", and several other songs from their previous albums.

The following fan projects are linked to the main articles for each project, but are listed here as well for convenience. 

On October 23, 2018, the @LOVEMYHIT account tweeted that they are making a new mixtape with some help from the other fan groups. The date of release is yet to be announced. 

For this section, "Fan Story" refers to how many fan-made stories (such as fictional stories, fandomship guides etc.) were released by fans for BTS or related to their comeback. The fanfiction inspired the creation of the E.L.F.E.R project; which has since inspired other fan groups to make coexisting fan fiction projects (such as Hegerdorkies and Blythewood).

For this section, "Gallery" refers to how many photos (or other visual media) were uploaded by fans for BTS or related to their comeback; "Editorial" refers to how many editorial pages (album photoshoots etc.
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